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Introduction: motivation

It reduces risk in 
commercial 
transactions 

It reduces 
transactional 

costs

An effective 
judicial system is 

an essential 
element of any 

economy

Equal 
effectiveness 

reduces economic 
disparities 

between regions

It encourages 
foreign investors 
to allocate their 

resources in 
particular areas

See: Bełdowski, Dąbroś & Wojciechowski (2020), Garcia-Posada & Mora-Sanguinetti (2015)

Why the judicial system? 



Introduction: motivation
The system is seen as 
slow and ineffective in 

the literature

Second highest share 
of judicial system 

expenditure in GDP 
among EU countries in 

2019 (~0.5%)

Still, 14th place in UE 
when it comes to 

adjudication time for 
non-administrative 

cases

Why the Polish judicial system? 

Siemaszko, Ostaszewski & Włodarczyk-Madejska (2019), European Comission (2018, 2019), Kociołowicz-Wiśniewska & Pilitowski (2017), Joński (2016), Siemaszko & Ostaszewski (2013)



Introduction: research contribution

• The analysis assumes a certain measure of system effectiveness that
is neglected in a vast majority of researches.

• The research covers several “branches” of law: civil, criminal, labour,
family, commercial.

• Usually it is econometrics that is applied to judicial systems
effectiveness analyses. In this research machine learning tools are
used.

• The research includes unstructured, textual data analysis.

See: Bełdowski, Dąbroś & Wojciechowski (2020), Kruczalak-Jankowska, Maśnicka & Machnikowska (2020), Siemaszko, Ostaszewski & Włodarczyk-Madejska (2019), CEPEJ (2018), Dimitrova-Grajzl et al. (2016), Voigt i El-Bialy (2016),
Falavinga et al. (2015), Garcia-Posada & Mora-Sanguinetti (2015), Castro & Guccio (2014), Santos & Amado (2014), Siemaszko & Ostaszewski (2013), Christensen & Szmer (2012), de Castro (2009), Moolenaar (2009), El-Bialy & Garcia-
Rubio (2007), Mitropoulos & Pelagidis (2007), Santos & Amado (2007), Kittelsen & Forsund (1992), Kakalik & Ross (1983).
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Introduction: the Polish judicial system
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Introduction: the Polish judicial system

The Polish 
judicial system
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our area of interest

Why regional courts not some others?
• data availability, quantity and quality
• rather heterogenous cases analysed 

(regional courts departments: civil, 
criminal, labour, family, commercial)

• administrative courts are much more 
effective
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Introduction: “effectiveness”

In simple terms: 
the judicial system 
should be named 

effective if…

…as few judges as possible…

…as soon as possible…

…solve as many cases as possible…

…giving “fair” judgements.

Well-established measure 
of solvency ratio

Average time needed for 
solving a case

Probability of appeal as 
a proxy for cases where 
“fairness” is problematic

MEASURES/PROXIES:

To the best of my 
knowledge: no specific 
measure/proxy in the 

literature

%

See: Bełdowski, Dąbroś & Wojciechowski (2020), Kruczalak-Jankowska, Maśnicka & Machnikowska (2020), Siemaszko, Ostaszewski & Włodarczyk-Madejska (2019), CEPEJ (2018), Dimitrova-Grajzl et al. (2016), Voigt i El-Bialy (2016),
Falavinga et al. (2015), Garcia-Posada & Mora-Sanguinetti (2015), Castro & Guccio (2014), Santos & Amado (2014), Siemaszko & Ostaszewski (2013), Christensen & Szmer (2012), de Castro (2009), Moolenaar (2009), El-Bialy & Garcia-
Rubio (2007), Mitropoulos & Pelagidis (2007), Santos & Amado (2007), Kittelsen & Forsund (1992), Kakalik & Ross (1983).
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Introduction: “effectiveness”

Simplifying, appeals aim ensuring “fair” sentences.
Still, they generate additional costs, increase time
to resolve, involve more judges. Maybe IN SOME
CASES it can be avoided? (more detailed courts
specification, more expert opinions in certain
problems, procedural changes, more convincing
judgements justifications…)



Introduction: “effectiveness”

• In this research, probability of appeal is used as a measure/proxy for judicial system
effectiveness.

• It captures one of four effectiveness components (“fairness”).

• Still, it relates to two other components (number of judges, time needed for solving a
case).

• Using probability of appeal DOES NOT mean that reducing number of appeals is in
general a good solution. Right of appeal should not be undermined.

• It means that IN SOME CASES, with certain improvements, number of unnecessary
appeals can be minimized to improve the system.

• Also, probability of appeal can be perceived as a measure of groups of cases complexity.
It enables finding most problematic ones and identify the system “bottlenecks”.
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Research hypotheses

The thematic groups detected, within which cases have been predominantly resolved in courts’ departments of
identical specialisation, are characterised by a similar probability of appeal.

The thematic groups detected, within which cases have been resolved in courts’ departments of different
specialisations, are characterised by a higher probability of appeal than the subject groups in which cases
have been predominantly resolved in departments of identical specialisation.

Some thematic groups of judgements are observed seasonally.

The probability of appeals in the thematic groups of judgements is characterised by seasonality – it increases in
the last quarter.
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Data

• Polish regional courts judgements published on the portal of the Polish Ministry
of Justice: orzeczenia.ms.gov.pl.

• The scope of the published judgements determined by the panel of judges.

• All available judgements from 2016-2019 were collected (~40 000 judgements).

• It was verified for each of the judgements collected whether an appeal had been
filled.

• Web scraping and crawling techniques were used.

• Data preparation for modelling:
• bi- and trigrams were introduced,
• lemmatization applied,
• non-informative words were removed from the corpus.



Methods

Text 
classification 
algorithms

Unsupervised 
machine 
learning 

algorithms

Topic 
modelling 
algorithms

Latent 
Dirichlet 

Allocation 
(LDA)

• aim grouping pieces of text

• applied when texts are not pre-labelled

• grouping considering keywords cooccurrence

• assumes that topics come from a certain
generative process and estimates its parameters

Why LDA not other topic modelling algorithm?
• LDA is a well-established and commonly

used approach,
• LDA in general provides more interpretable

and informative topics than semantic
algorithms,

• LDA is faster and easier in implementation
than other probabilistic algorithms.

See: Blei & Lafferty (2007), Blei, Ng & Jordan (2003), Landauer, Foltz & Laham (1998), Landauer & Dumais (1997).



Methods - visualisation

Polish regional courts judgements
Number of topics need to be declared; here it was 

chosen based on well-established perplexity measure
See: Blei & Lafferty (2007), Blei, Ng & Jordan (2003), Landauer, Foltz & Laham (1998), Landauer & Dumais (1997).



Methods - visualisation

The model searches for 
thematic groups by 
analysing a matrix 

describing the number of 
occurrences of the tokens 
between the judgements 

full texts

Polish regional courts judgements
Topics obtained

See: Blei & Lafferty (2007), Blei, Ng & Jordan (2003), Landauer, Foltz & Laham (1998), Landauer & Dumais (1997).



Methods - visualisation

Judgements contain words assigned to different topic; as 
a result, each judgement is assigned to many topics with 

different probabilities

Each topic is characterized with keywords with estimated 
weights



Methods - visualisation

Each judgements can be assigned 
the most probable topic



Methods - visualisation

Judgements assigned to a topic may come 
from different types of regional courts’ 

departments

50%

33%

17%

Example topic

Shares of judgments from departments of a 
given type in the total number of judgments 

allocated to a given topic



Methods - visualisation

Judgements assigned to a topic may come 
from different types of regional courts’ 

departments

50%

33%

17%

Example topic

Shares of judgments from departments of a 
given type in the total number of judgments 

allocated to a given topic

33%

Appeal share among 
judgements 

allocated in the topic
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Results – 24 topics obtained



Results – looking for “similiar” topics

-civil -criminal -family and 
juvenile

-labour law and 
social insurance

From which type of court department do most of the judgments 
attributed to a given topic originate?

From what type of departments, other than 
civil, does the share of judgments in the 

topic exceed 20%?

-none 
(“typical civil” topics)

-criminal
(“civil-criminal” topics)

-commercial
(“civil-commercial” topics)

-labour law and social insurance  
(“civil-labour” topics)

*breakdown using 
quartiles of the total 

sample

Appeals shares*:

3.79 – 6.10%

6.10 – 7.62%

7.62 – 9.61%

9.61 – 13.70%



Results – looking for “border” topics

^ MEASURE: the ratio of the two largest
shares of judgements from departments of a
given type for each of the topics obtained.

^ Appeals share in this topic (13.31%) is higher than the
average shares among departments of each type (3.74-
11.91%).



Results – are there more “border” topics?

^ MEASURE: the ratio of the two largest
shares of judgements from departments of a
given type for each of the topics obtained.

^ Appeals share in this topic (9.18%) is lower than the
average shares among departments of each type (3.74-
11.91%).
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Results – are there more “border” topics?

^ MEASURE: the ratio of the two largest
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Results – seasonality of topics occurrence

^ Extract of the results obtained; presented are those topics whose share of
judgements between quarters fluctuated most strongly.

• The shares of topics in all
judgments issued in a
given time horizon were
analysed.

• The hypothesis of
seasonality in the
occurrence of particular
topics seems to have a
good chance of being
confirmed in the course of
further analysis.

• Next step: building more
topic models – separately
for each quarter and
comparing the topics
evolution.



Results – seasonality of appeals share
• The appeals share among topic-

assigned judgments issued in
specific quarters was analysed.

• The highest shares tend to occur
in the first quarters (11 subjects)
and the lowest in the second
quarters (3 subjects).

• In 10 out of 24 topics, the appeals
share increased in the fourth
quarter compared to the previous
quarter.

• It appears that the hypothesis of
an increasing probability of appeal
in the fourth quarter will not be
confirmed.
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Future work

• Iterative upgrades and optimization of the models.

• Trying alternative methods of choosing an optimal number of topics.

• Looking for alternative approaches for identifying “similar” and
“border” topics.

• Preparing more topic models with corpus divided by: year, quarter,
region, courts departments type.
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